JhoNAS project - WARC support in JHOVE2 and NetarchiveSuite

IIPC sponsored project to leverage support for the WARC archiving format.

- WARC implementation Roadmap
- WARC support in JHove2
- WARC support in NetarchiveSuite
- WARC software
- (W)ARC specification and guidelines
- Status

---

JWAT
Source repository (Github)
Documentation (Wiki)
Issue tracker (JIRA)
Browse source (Fisheye)
Code review (Fisheye+Crucible)
Continuous integration (Jenkins)
Code analysis (Sonar)

---

Pending... JHove2
Bitbucket
Continuous integration
Browser source code
Code analysis (Pending Sonar enablement)
Releases/Nightly (Pending Maven enablement)
Maven site (Pending Maven enablement)
Reviews
code coverage
Maven reports